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Introduction

Fly offers pre and post-blast monitoring in order to
identify the presence of misfires and wall damage.
This data can also be used to reconcile the blast results with expected results. GEM Systems offers
a UAV equipped with a magnetometer for mineral
exploration surveys. Companies such as Barrick
have even used UAVs for solids modelling at tailings dams and stability monitoring [11].

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the potential for use of UAVs in underground mines and
present a prototype design for a novel autorotating
UAV platform for underground 3D data collection.
The mining industry has recently shown increased interest in the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to assist in everyday operations [20,
11, 4]. Above ground, small UAVs are in some
cases a more efficient, inexpensive, and safer alternative to manned aircrafts currently used for photography, inspection and security [6, 10]. For example, attaching camera, infrared and LiDAR payloads, UAVs can provide a low-cost method of obtaining highly accurate 3D photogrammetric data
and aerial photography. UAVs are now commonly
used in open pit mining operations for applications
that include stockpile surveying, 3D pit modelling,
facilities management, accident reporting, progress
monitoring, and environmental assessment [11].
There are numerous companies offering UAV services for mining applications; e.g., UAV Geomatics, Leica Geosystems, Sky Futures, SenseFly and
FlyTerra, to name just a few. Common services include stockpile and open pit volume computations,
environmental assessment, aerial mapping and photogrammetry. Although the aforementioned services are those most commonly provided by UAV
surveying companies, they may also add value to
other daily mining operations. For instance, Sense-

UAVs in mining have so far been mostly limited to surface applications. Harsh underground environments pose many obstacles for flying UAVs.
The confined space, dampness, reduced visibility,
air movement, and lack of control signal propagation hinders most operators from being able to fly
a drone underground. It may be that truly practical uses for UAVs underground will require either
autonomous or semi-autonomous flight capabilities.
Although there are many difficulties with flying underground, the potential benefits from a working
system could greatly improve mining operations.
The potential benefits of deploying UAV platforms
underground include access to unreachable and dangerous locations and removing personnel from unsafe situations. These benefits have the potential to
greatly improve mine monitoring and mine safety.
Research has shown that current UAV technologies exist that allow for autonomous indoor flight.
Extensive research has been done to develop UAV
systems that are capable of performing on-board
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM),
which can allow them to navigate and map a foreign
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environment autonomously [5, 7, 1, 13]. Grzonka
[7] successfully used an open hardware quadrotor
to autonomously navigate and map an office building. The research outlines the localization, mapping, path planning, height estimation and control
of the autonomous quadrotor.
Other research has been done that exploits autonomous UAVs for search and rescue. Kassecker
[9] proposed a software and hardware framework
for a quadrotor capable of indoor and outdoor urban search and rescue and Rudol [19] developed
a system for human body detection and geolocalization using an autonomous UAV. The use of autonomous UAVs in search and rescue has the potential to improve situational awareness and surveillance for a rescue team. Similar research has been
done that uses autonomous UAVs for indoor exploration. Pravitra [15] outlined a strategy for
autonomous exploration of miniature air vehicles
(MAVs) within indoor environments and Rudol [19]
developed a method for using an unmanned ground
vehicle (UGV) and a UAV for cooperative indoor
exploration. These studies show that autonomous
indoor flight is a current reality. The problem with
implementing these methods in underground mines
is that current UAV hardware may not be capable of
withstanding harsh underground environments, and
there are additional underground constraints that
may be pose additional challenges.

hazardous areas and gathering survey data. This
data could be processed to analyze and improve
mining operations. These application may include:
1. Surface roughness mapping;
2. Excavation volume estimation;
3. Rock mass stability analysis;
4. Ventilation modelling;
5. Stope reconciliation; and,
6. Convergence monitoring.

A 3D scanning UAV platform could also be used
for abandoned mine exploration and monitoring of
shaft development. A UAV could potentially improve surveying by providing multiple viewpoints
(improved survey accuracy) and reduce survey time.
Figure 1 shows a visualization of the 3D scanning of
a vertical excavation by using a UAV.
UAVs also have the potential to add value to mine
rescue operations by improving situational awareness, reducing response time and removing the mine
rescue team from hazardous situations. During unfavourable conditions, when the mine rescue team
is unable to enter the mine, UGVs have been used
to enter the mine, conduct air quality tests and provide live video feedback. The Pike River disaster—
November 19, 2010—mine rescue team utilized
multiple land robots to search for trapped personPotential Applications for Underground UAVs
nel and test air quality [18]. All land robots failed
due to contact with water. A flying device might be
Because of their small size and manoeuvrability, more suitable to enter a mine during a rescue effort.
UAVs have several potential applications in under- Figure 2 shows a concept of a UAV being used to
ground mining. This may allow them to access lo- locate personnel trapped behind a damaged loader.
cations within a mine that are normally inaccessible, including ore passes, stopes, ventilation raises,
Application Selection
and hazardous areas. In our view, the most likely
near-term applications for underground UAVs in- The Mining Systems Laboratory at Queen’s Univerclude mine surveying and search and rescue.
sity, Kingston, Canada, is in the process of designA UAV equipped with a LiDAR or a time-of- ing and constructing a novel, low-cost UAV protoflight (ToF) payload may be capable of flying into type with the purpose of generating a 3D scan of
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Figure 2: Concept of a search and rescue UAV.

a mine stope or other vertical underground cavity
(e.g., see Figure 1).
Current methods for cavity scanning and monitoring use a large boom and a rotating LiDAR sensor
to collect a 3D point cloud. Examples include the
MapTek I-Site 8200 laser scanner and the Renishaw
Void Scanner 150. Disadvantages of these methods
include long surveying times and reduced scan accuracy due to a single point of view. These systems
are also often very expensive, costing on the order
Figure 1: Scanning of a vertical excavation (e.g., of USD$100,000+. A UAV platform with a LiDAR
raise or stope) by a UAV equipped with LiDAR.
payload could result in a cheaper, more complete
and faster surveying tool, depending on the purpose and accuracy required. Scan coverage may be
improved by flying the LiDAR payload within the
stope. This ensures that rock outcrops and overhangs will not obstruct data collection. This is depicted in Figure 1. A UAV may also be able to
collect a scan with a more even point distribution
throughout the stope. Current scans using a stationary scanner at the top of the stope show a high point
density near the top and a low point density at the
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bottom. This is due to the proximity of the laser in autorotation is inherently stable and falls with a
sensor being closer to the top of the stope than the constant descent speed and angular velocity. Utilizbottom, and the singular perspective.
ing this phenomenon allows the cost of the device to
be reduced greatly because the device itself can be
used to rotate a low-cost LiDAR payload and no onPrototype Design Objectives
board power system is required to control the flight.
The primary objective of the project described here
Much work has been done to study the flight charis to design a UAV research prototype capable of acteristics of autorotative devices. Studies about the
collecting 3D point cloud data representing an un- stability of naturally occurring autorotative devices
derground cavity (e.g., a stope) that could be ana- date back to 1973 when Norberg [12] studied the
lyzed to reliably produce a volume estimate. Some autorotation of single winged seeds. Attempts to
selected design requirements include:
model the kinematics and dynamics of natural autorotative devices emerged in 1991 [17]. Since then,
1. The device shall be less expensive than current autorotative devices have been designed as payload
stationary scanning devices (possibly even dis- delivery systems [2] and as a method of deploying
posable after a single use);
sensor networks in outdoor environments [14].
Related patents include the inventions by
2. The device shall be capable of fully auReynolds [16] and Burke [3]. Reynolds is the
tonomous flight (i.e., no human pilot);
inventor of an aerial delivery system modelled after
3. The device shall collect 3D data along the ver- a samara. The design is intended to control the
tical extent of the underground cavity; and,
delivery of an item from a plane to the ground.
4. The measured data shall be useful for comput- Various items include poison recepticles or food
items being delivered in forest environments to
ing a reasonable cavity volume estimate.
control the habitat. An autorotating imaging device
These design requirements have been set with the has been invented by Burke. This design utilizes
intent that improvements in future prototype itera- a single winged autorotative device to rotate an
tions would, in some cases, make the system more imaging sensor capable of scanning a field of view
as it falls through the atmosphere.
effective than current cavity surveying methods.
A 3D point cloud of an underground cavity might
be reconstructed by placing a low-cost LiDAR payPrototype Autorotating UAV Design
load on a passive autorotating platform. As the platInitial design ideas for a novel underground UAV in- form falls and rotates, a horizontal laser sensor can
cluded standard vertical take off and land (VTOL) collect distance measurements resulting in an apdevices such as quadcopters. However, with our proximately helical scan of the void. An ideal scan
objective to significantly reduce costs and simplify pattern is shown in Figure 3. By knowing the staflight automation, we propose an autorotating UAV. ble descent speed and rotation rate of the platform
Autorotation is the state of flight where the main ro- (inherent in the design), the position of the sensor
tor systems spins with no net power requirement; payload can be estimated. By using the vertical and
the rotor spins due to the flow of air through the ro- angular position of the autorotative platform and the
tor. For example, this phenomenon is used by seeds distance to the stope wall, a 3D map of the stope
from trees in order to reduce their falling speed and might be reconstructed. This map could then be
increase dispersion (e.g., a maple samara). A device used to, for example, estimate volumes and analyze
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Figure 3: Example of an ideal helical pattern collected from autorotating LiDAR payload, illustrating the notion of pitch as a design parameter.
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underground blast results.
Utilizing an autorotating platform to rotate a LiDAR sensor payload as it falls through a stope permits simple operations. An operator merely has to
position the UAV at the top of the opening, drop the
device and wirelessly collect the data once it falls.
The long-term intent of this project is to develop an
autorotating device that is possibly disposable and
capable of being tossed into a void and wirelessly
transmitting point cloud data back to the operator.
The rest of this paper outlines our research prototype design and construction towards achieving this
task. We envision this initial design being miniturized in future iterations, as the concept matures.

Select design with smallest pitch

Figure 4: Design optimization process flow chart.

helical pitch and number of points per rotation are
directly related to the descent and angular velocity
of the device. An aerodynamic model was created
to analyze the design parameters and output the descent velocity and angular velocity of the device as it
falls. The aerodynamic model output was then used
to create a corresponding helical pattern. A brute
force iterative search was used to cycle through numerous combinations of design parameters. The design parameters resulting in a chosen (desired) helical pattern were selected for construction. Figure 4
depicts the analysis for determining the design parameters that correspond to a particular desired UAV
descent behaviour and, thus, scan pattern.

Aerodynamic Design
The aerodynamic design of the UAV refers to the
design of the airfoils that results in a specific helical
scan pattern. The helical scan pattern recorded using the LiDAR payload is characterized by the helical pitch and the number of data points per rotation.
Assuming a constant LiDAR sensor update rate, the
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Aerodynamic Model
The design parameters that must be selected as part
of the design process include:
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These parameters are the inputs to the aerodynamic
model, which computes the descent and angular velocity of the device during autorotation.
The aerodynamic model uses the principle that
the power delivered to the device by air flowing
through it is equal to the power extracted by the
device causing it to rotate. The sum of the rotors
induced power and profile power is zero in autorotative descent, thus

Figure 5: Input parameter influences on angular velocity during autorotation

Brindejonc provides the radius, mass, chord length
and blade twist for each of her physical tests. The
physical tests used a pitch flap coupling to change
the initial pitch during flight, which makes estimating the initial pitch difficult. Table 1 shows the comC p = C pi +C po = 0,
(1) parison of the physical results and model results.
The power model estimates the angular velocity to
where C p is the dimensionless coefficient of power, within 10 % and the descent velocity to within 25 %
C pi is the induced power loss (energy transferred of the physical tests.
from the rotor to the air) and C po is the profile losses
(losses due to drag of blades in a viscous fluid). The
Aerodynamic Model Results
values for C pi and C po can be derived in terms of
the selected design parameters. This derivation re- An aerodynamic model was developed and used to
quires Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT) determine how each design parameter affected the
as described in [8].
descent velocity and angular rate during autorotaThe accuracy of the model has been justified by tion. This was done by selecting a control design,
comparing the modelled results to the physical re- arbitrary set of parameters, and varying each desults presented by Brindejonc [2]. Brindejonc de- sign parameter independently to determine its efsigned and tested an autorotative delivery system fect. The estimated influence each parameter has
(called the Autobody) that starts from rest and is on angular velocity is shown in Figure 5 and the indropped from a hot air balloon. The Autobody re- fluence on descent velocity is shown in Figure 6.
duces the descent speed of the package and ensures
These results show that there is a tradeoff bea low impact landing. This comparison is not ex- tween angular velocity and descent velocity. A deact because not all of the design parameters for each sign that falls quickly will spin fast and a design that
of the physical tests can be determined. However, falls slowly will spin slowly. The ideal scanning de6

Table 1: Model results compared to physical tests.
Design Parameters
Mass
(kg)
1.10
1.01
1.11

radius Tip Pitch
(m)
(rad)
0.508
0.508
0.508

Physical Test

Root Pitch Tip Chord Root Chord
Descent
(rad)
(m)
(m) Velocity (m/s)

0.03
0.047
0.1

-0.1
-0.087
-0.03

0.0762
0.0762
0.0762

0.076
0.076
0.076
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Descent Speed (m/s)

7

6

5

4

3
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

5.7
5.4
4.11

80.84
73.3
57

Angular
velocity (rad/s)

4.33
4.27
4.2

73.9
66.21
54

These were selected so as to obtain a reasonable
scan pattern in an average underground open stope,
with reasonable sensors. If acceptable flight characteristics resulted from a certain combination of input
parameters, that design was stored in a list of potential designs. The list of successful designs was then
sorted for the design with the smallest helical pitch.
The optimization output can be seen in Table 2.
The selected power model concludes that the design should consist of the parameters provided in
Table 3. This design was shown to generate the
smallest pitch and a favourable scan pattern.
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Figure 6: Input parameter influences on descent velocity during autorotation

Initial Prototype Construction

vice would fall slowly, so as to image as much of the
cavity as possible, and spin fast in order to collect
enough data points. These modelling results show
that this is not possible for an autorotating device
and that a compromise must be made between angular rate and descent velocity.

The initial prototype consists of two main parts. The
rotor is used to control flight and the payload is
responsible for collecting position and range data.
The entire prototype has been designed to be modular so that individual parts can be easily replaced or
modified. A photograph of a fully assembled prototype is provided in Figure 7.

Parameter Selection

Rotor Prototype

Our approach to design optimization was to conduct a simple brute force search to evaluate a large
number of parameter combinations in order to predict their flight performance. We decided that
“favourable” flight characteristics are those with:

The rotor prototype has been modelled after the payload delivery device developed by Brindejonc [2].
The rotor assembly consists of four custom-made
airfoils attached to a custom-built gimbal hub. In
order to reduce the mass of the device, the airfoils
were made of carbon fibre and the hub was made
out of aluminium.

1. A descent speed less than 6 m/s; and,
7

Table 2: Design optimization search output.
Design Parameters

Performance

Mass Radius Tip Pitch Root Pitch Tip Chord Root Chord (m)
Descent
(kg)
(m)
(rad)
(rad)
(m)
(m) Velocity (m/s)

Angular Helical Pitch
Velocity (rad/s)
(m)

0.9
0.9
0.9

0.4
0.4
0.4

-0.06
-0.04
-0.06

0
-0.06
-0.06

0.04
0.04
0.04

0.05
0.06
0.05

5.4
5.3
5.2

158
154
148

0.21
0.21
0.22

Smallest Pitch

0.9
0.9
0.9

0.4
0.4
0.4

-0.06
-0.06
-0.04

0
-0.04
-0.06

0.04
0.05
0.04

0.05
0.05
0.06

5.4
5.5
5.4

158
155
155

0.21
0.22
0.22

Largest Omega

0.9
0.9
0.9

0.5
0.5
0.5

-0.02
0.02
0

0.08
-0.04
0

0.04
0.04
0.04

0.05
0.05
0.06

4
4
4

83
83
83

0.3 Slowest Descent
0.3
0.3

Table 3: Model-based UAV design parameters.

Number of airfoils
Radius
Mass
Tip pitch
Root pitch
Tip chord
Root chord

4
0.4 m
0.9 kg
−0.06 rad
0 rad
0.04 m
0.05 m
Figure 7: Fully assembled UAV prototype

Each airfoil was custom made out of 3K twill carbon fibre weave and 31-IGF rohacell foam core. A
female aluminium mould has been used to shape the
airfoils to the optimal design. A finished airfoil and
the mould can be seen in Figure 8. The mass of each
blade is roughly 30 g.

Payload Prototype
Based on our design, in order to effectively gather
a 3D point cloud data the payload must achieve the
following:

The hub connecting the airfoils allows the wings
to tilt freely along the roll and pitch axis to improve
the stability of the system during flight. The freedom of the airfoils to tilt ensures that the payload
will hang vertically regardless of minor disturbances
from the air. A depiction of the gimbal hub is shown
in Figure 9. Each airfoil is attached to the hub using
a custom designed clamp. The hub is also designed
to connect to a stationary motor that spins the device
up to its autorotative speed and then releases it.

1. Measure its vertical position during flight;
2. Measure its angular position during flight;
3. Obtain LiDAR data about its environment (e.g.,
cavity walls within a specified distance);
4. Data must be retrievable after the descent is
complete; and,
5. Weigh less than approximately 0.5 kg.
8

Figure 8: Completed airfoil and aluminium mold.

Figure 10: Images of the payload system.
Conclusion
This paper describes the potential applications for
UAVs within underground mines and presents a prototype design for a novel autorotating underground
cavity scanning UAV. The most suitable applications for underground UAVs are likely mine surveying and search and rescue applications. The Mining
Systems Laboratory at Queen’s University has been
designing and building a prototype UAV capable of
generating a 3D point cloud of, for example, an open
stope. In order to keep costs low and to simplify
autonomous flight, the device has been designed to
autorotate during descent.
Future experiments for the autorotating scanning
system include dropping the device within a laboratory environment to validate the results from aerodynamic modelling. This drop test will also determine the stability of the device during flight and the
successfulness of the 3D helical scan collected by
the payload. Once the device has been tested in a
laboratory environment, it will be taken to a real
underground mine for evaluation, first in controlled
conditions and to obtain feedback from mining operations for use in future design iterations.

Figure 9: Images of the custom gibal hub.
The payload itself consists of a custom configured
Arduino-based data acquisition system (DAQ) with
various sensors for recording position and range
data. The DAQ system consists of an accelerometer,
a gyroscope, a horizontal facing range sensor and a
vertical facing range sensor. The vertical position of
the device is monitored by using the vertical range
sensor and the integration of the accelerometer data.
The angular position is monitored by integrating the
gyroscope data. The surrounding environment is
scanned using the horizontal facing rangefinder as
the device rotates and falls. The sensor data is all
collected on a retrievable micro SD card.
The shell of the payload has been made out of
carbon fibre with a foam inside. A pour in place
expanding foam has been used to create a mold for
the electronics to sit in. These materials have been
selected to reduce the mass of the device and protect
the electronic upon impact. Images of the payload
system are shown in Figure 10.
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